In this paper we analyze the effect of discrete stochastic dividends on the pricing and hedging of contingent claims, formulating the No Arbitrage condition without requiring the continuity of the implied gain process. We allow the stock jump dependence on an additional random source, still preserving the positivity of the stock value at the ex dividend date. We characterize all the equivalent martingale measures and analyze the quadratic hedging approaches, as local risk minimizing and mean variance hedging.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to analyze the effects of discrete stochastic dividends on the market. We suppose that the investors know the dividend payment dates, but ignore their exact amount. An approach widely used in practice assumes that at dividend payment dates the value of the stock drops down exactly by the corresponding amount of the dividend. In such a way the gain process (implied by the stock) is continuous. This behavior satisfies a simple standard no-arbitrage requirement when the dividend is deterministic (compare [1] ), but it is slightly too severe when the dividend is stochastic, depending on an additional randomness' source. In practice there are some financial concrete circumstances that can modify the relationship between price drop and dividend yield (as, for example, when transaction costs and different tax rates (between dividends and capital gains) affect the market, see e.g. [2] ). However the complexity of factors and rumors affecting the stock behavior around dividends payment dates doesn't allow any rule of thumb to predict the exact relationship between dividends and stock behavior. Therefore, admitting in our market model the possibility of a discrepancy between stock price drop and dividend amount, we achieve adherence to empirical evidence in a No Arbitrage consistent way. Mathematically, this is due to the usual predictability requirement of the trading strategies, which restricts the possibilities of free lunch (see [7] ).
In [4] the authors focus on the stock price drop, modelling it as a random variable and characterizing it via No Arbitrage arguments. However, under their approach it is not so easy to guarantee the positivity of the (ex-dividend) stock price. In [1] discrete dividends are represented by a percentage of the stock value. Allowing this percentage to be a bounded random variable instead of a deterministic function of the stock price, one could have another model for stochastic dividends, taking care of the ex-dividend stock price sign in a more natural way, though financially this framework could appear more artificial. In this paper we study discrete stochastic dividends via No Arbitrage Techniques in a general settlement, analyzing then particular features due to additional specifications of the model (inspired by [4] ) and their consequences on the pricing of related derivatives. Being the market incomplete, we use typical hedging techniques as mean variance hedging and local risk minimizing.
The No Arbitrage Market Model
We focus on a market constituted by an asset S(t) and a riskless bond B(t) for 
, the probability space (Ω, P, (F t ) t ) can now describe the dynamic random evolution of the market: we assume that the process S is F−adapted and the random variables D and J are measurable with respect to F T D . In this settelment, the No Arbitrage condition (see [4] or [3] ) requires the existence of an equivalent probability measure Q on (Ω, F) such that the implied discounted gain processG(t) =S(t) +D(t) (where the˜denotes the actualized values
) is a martingale. Since the discounted cumulative dividend process
we will focus expecially on t = T D , where the NA condition requires
according to [4] . Without additional specification of the model, we cannot achieve more information on the structure of Q. Condition (1) can only be formulated in terms of the stock and the dividend: 
− ∼measurability of both D and J, since this would vanify the description of the empirical discrepancy between stock price drop and dividend, but some measurability property could provide a more explicit and useful characterization of Q. Since dividends are usually announced before the payment date, it seems reasonable to assume
Due to the particular structure of F, hypothesis (3) implies that D is constant with
In the next section we use assumption (3) introducing a market model, inspired by [4] , modified to control more easly the sign of the stock after dividend payment; our attention will focus on the stock jump rather than on the dividend.
A stock jump model
Inspired by [4] , where D is a fixed quantity, we focus on the unpredictable (with
Under the measurability hypothesis (3), we require moreover
Assumption (4) is rather a reasonable financial requirement than an additional mathematical restriction. Denoting with X a random variable concentrated on
The second addend on the right-side of (5) 
Therefore the restriction on the support of X doesn't matter: in order to guarantee that the NoArbitrage condition (6), formulated already in [4] , is nonempty, we have only to assume that both the events X > 0 and X < 0 have strictly positive probability:
Condition (6) (where r(s) is the instantaneous interest rate) the riskless bond; consider the implied discounted gain process,G, consisting of the discounted cumulative dividend process and the discounted stock value:
We are looking for all equivalent probability measures Q such thatG as in (8) is a martingale and, in particular, such that (6) holds true. Assume that under
where
and with usual assumptions on µ and σ to guarantee existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem (9), given S 0 . The randomness due to the dividend presence affects the stock behaviour only in t = T D perturbing the value ofS(T D ); before and after the dividend date, the stock follows a diffusion type equation. What we require is therefore a strong efficiency of the market. The implied discounted gain process is consequently driven by:
The Martingale Measures
In this section we characterize the P-martingales and the equivalent martingale measures forG among all the martingale measures for the processG. We recall that
The measure Q is an equivalent martingale probability measure if
For quadratic hedging purposes it is sufficient to look at the equivalent martingale measures if the gain process is continuous (cfr [9] ). Since in our model the processG may jump at the dividend payment date, the optimal related martingale measure may be a signed martingale measure (as in fact we will see in the last section) and therefore we need the characterization of the related larger class of densities. To this aim, we describe the structure of the F-predictable processes and the Doob decomposition of the implied discounted gain process,G, before stating Theorems 1 and 2, in the following propositions:
Proposition 1 With respect to the assumptions and notations of previous sections,
the implied gain processG admits under P the Doob decomposition: 
and
denotes the continuous part of the processes). The jump part ∆G(T D )
splits into
Proof.
For the continuous part of the processes, it is enough to recall the behaviour ofG in (10). For the jump part,
Thesis follows recalling again (10). such that
Proposition 2 A predictable process H(ω, x, t) on (Ω, F, P) is of the type
, such that the process
is a pure jump martingale and
Proof. Done in the appendix.
Theorem 1 gives us a representation of the martingales on the space (Ω, F, P). Using this result, we can now characterize all the martingale measures forG as in Definition 1. This is done in the next theorem: 
where E(·) denotes the stochastic exponential and N t is a pure jump P-martingale:
The process N andθ are constrained by the following relation
Moreover, Z t defines an Equivalent Martingale Probability Measure iff
Proof. Done in the Appendix.
Remark The Martingale Measure densities in equation (13) are the product of the continuous factor
and of the jump factor
We see immediately that Z o is the density of a well known probability measure, since 
Quadratic Hedging techniques
We have pointed out in the concluding remark of previous section that the martingale measure is not uniquely determined. This is due to the uncompleteness of the market, since an exogenuos source of risk represented by (Ω 
We look for those prices related to quadratic hedging techniques (in case these prices 
where m x and v x are, resp., the mean and the variance of X under P x .
Proof.
We compute at first the density for the minimal variance martingale measure Q * , solving problem [MVH] . Recalling Theorem 2, we have to find the
Problem (18) has an immediate solution in case m x = 0 thanks to Minkowski inequality. Indeed, define the scalar product it is easy to check that P 0 and
We notice that (19) is a minimum norm problem on an affine subspace of L 
is precisely the minimizing density in (18) we were looking for. ∆Y U dP 
we have to find coefficients a 
In both cases, the solution U * in Theorem 3 is strictly positive.
To clarify these conditions on the first two moments of the random variable X, assume 
Examples and Conclusions
We have seen that the risk neutral measure is not unique, but the optimal measures (i.e. the minimal martingale measure and the variance optimal measure) coincide.
Therefore, provided that this optimal measure Q * is a martingale probability measure . To quantify this difference we perform explicit computations for a plain vanilia call option on S with strike K and maturity T .
According to [1] we assume that the dividend is a known percentage of the stock value at the dividend date, i.e.
) where δ is a fixed number in (0, 1).
We have to determine 
where 
What happens if we assume a fixed mean distortion of the stock jump? this approach has been heavily criticized in [4] as inconsistent from a theorical point of view. Nevertheless, since it is used sometimes in practice to simplify computations, it seems interesting to compare this value with our optimal fair price. Assuming that These numerical examples cannot furnish an exhaustive analysis of the general pricing problem, however they give some useful suggestion. In case of small perturbation of the stock value (and with m x = 0) we don't lose much accuracy for pricing purposes using the traditional Black-Scholes formulae and the usual Girsanov change of measure Q o : the simplifying continuity assumption of the gain process is reasonable and reduces the computational efforts. However, as soon as the stock discrepancy becomes relevant, it is necessary to deal with appropriate models for the behaviour of the stock price in order to compute one of the favorite NA prices for the derivative.
Appendix
We give in this section the proofs of both theorems of Section 4
Proof of Theorem 1 (Martingale Representation)
We have to prove for a s.i. martingale that it decomposes in
Since a s.i. martingale is determined by its terminal value M T it is enough to prove the thesis for M T , i.e. to see that
spaces, we can reduce to the case whereM T is of the formM
we can assume without loss of generality that
Then, integration by part formula implies
Thesis follows with H s (ω, x) = (m y +J − s (x))k s (ω) and N (ω, x) = (
Proof of Theorem 2 (Martingale Measures)
By definition the density of a Q is given by Z t = E P dQ dP F t . Being Z a Pmartingale, it admits a representation (by Theorem 1) of the following form:
with R t pure jump martingale such that R(t) = 0 for 0 ≤ t < T D , R(t) = ∆R T D for
The discounted gain processG is a Q-martingale if and only ifGZ is a P-martingale. constraining R such that
Hence, if before the dividend payment date, i.e. for t < T D , we simply have
s dW s ) withθ = −μ/σ = −(µ − r)/σ, after the dividend payment date we have to take care of jumps. Define the pure jump martingale N as follows: dW s orthogonal, the stochastic exponential of their sum X reduces to:
Moreover, the constraint (32) on R t is satisfied if and only if
Finally, the density Z t = E t 0θ dW s (1 + N t ) is strictly positive, meaning that the related Q is an equivalent probability measure, if and only if
